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We dealt with the monster media request list a while ago, but the requests keep poring in. Here are some of the latest with
occasional commentary by me.

George Stephanopoulos called again today, hoping that you could appear on the Sunday morning show if you’re going to
be in D.C. in February. But he will come to you, if you want. If you go D.C. either to NGA or CPAC, personally I think this is
worth it.

And Glenn Beck would love to talk more with her about this topic of women in politics (especially Caroline Kennedy) and
how they are treated now versus how she was treated.
This would definitely be something he would love to talk about on his new show with her if she would be willing!!! Again we
launch on January 19 and will air live Monday-Friday from 5-6 PM EST. I am at 212-301-5786 if you have any
questions. This is a friendly show, but it’s the day before the inauguration, so inherently problematic.

I wanted to see if Governor Sarah Palin would like to write an OP-ed on the Roe vs. Wade Anniversary. Please let me know
if we might touch base soon regarding The 36th Anniversary Roe vs. Wade section for that we will be publishing on
Thursday, January 22, 2009. The Washington Times just made a decision to publish a Special Report on the Anniversary of
Roe vs. Wade...again we want it to be fair and balanced with both sides of the aisle represented. As you know, this section
coincides with the 36th Anniversary and is a must read for opinion leaders and decision makers alike. In addition to our
100,000+ circulation, we will be distributing extra copies of the section on Capitol Hill and on the March for Life parade
route. We are looking for an op-ed from 950 words, a pdf photo by Friday, January 16, 2009 for publication on January 22,
2008 (we have some flexibility on the date of submission). Here’s a list of Members who participated in the 35th
Anniversary edition from January 22, 2008: Senator Sam Brownback (R-KS); Representative Chris Smith (R-N J);
Representative Nita Lowery (D-NY); Representative Joseph Pitts (R-PA); Representative Todd Akin (R-MO); Representative
Mike Pence (R-IN); Representative Steve King (R-IA); Representative Lynn Woolsey (D-CA). You are getting a lot of
requests from Christian news organizations," they’d love to see this. But during inauguration week and the first
week of our Legislature, it might be too much of a distraction.

Lifetime Television, the #1 network for women, and the Voice imprint of Hyperion publishing are joining forces to create a
book dedicated to empowering and inspiring women and it would not be complete without the participation of Governor
Palin. We are working on a collection of essays from powerful political women, that stemmed from the day-long seminars
we held at the Democratic and Republican conventions for the high school and college winners of our Future Frontrunners
contest. We heard such interesting - poignant, scary, funny - insights from the members of Congress, Governors,
campaign officials, journalists and advocates who spoke to the young women and we wanted to share them with women
everywhere to help them realize their own dreams, whether in politics or some other field. It’s going to be part inspiring gift
book and part self help. The proceeds from the book will go to nonprofit, nonpartisan organization, The White House
Project, to help advance their efforts to promote women’s leadership.
Although Governor Palin was not able to attend the Future Frontrunners seminar at the Republican Convention, we’d still
very much like to include her in the book in some way since she is such a role model to so many women. There are more
specific proposed guidelines in the letter, but we’re pretty flexible...we’d welcome a longer essay or a page on her story of
leadership or even just a fun list of tips for young women.
Toby Graft
Senior Vice President, Public Affairs
Lifetime Networks
212-424-7298 (office)
917-593-5096 (cell)
.q raff@lifeti m etv. co m
I have received a few e-mails lately from women saying what an inspiration you are. I guess the key question here is whether you have
time.

We would love to arrange a short radio interview with the Governor in the near future. She’s been an inspiration to
thousands of Christians in our radio and online audience.
Jim Brown
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National affairs correspondent
American Family Radio News
www.onenewsnow.com
(662) 821-2039
As the Washington Times guy said, maybe the thing to do is concentrate on friendly media and just ignore the others.

Please keep me in mind for an interview with Governor Palin if she does attend CPAC--or if other occasions arise in the
near future.
Ken Walsh
Chief White House Correspondent
U.S. News & World Report
202-302-1158
kwalsh~usnews.com
Generally considered more conservative than Time or Newsweek. No rush.

Good morning and thanks for taking the time to call me back yesterday. As we discussed, we are interested in having Gov.
Palin take questions from our readers over the Internet. You all will control the chat by answering or not answering the
questions that you choose to address and only the questions that she answers will be seen by the public. In other words, if
there are 15,000 questions in the queue and she only answers 25 of them, then only those 25 questions will be seen.
Furthermore, there is no chance of anything profane, inappropriate, etc. getting past the moderator.

I know that you were not happy with the video that was circulating online, yesterday, and appreciate your candor. We are
patient and prepared to do this when you all are ready. Let me suggest February, while Gov. Palin is in Washington for the
RGA meetings? rm open to any suggestions and am happy to answer any questions you all have. As a point of reference,
please see the links below. They are chats that we did with Governor Mark Sanford and a McCain-Palin campaign
surrogate.

I can be reached on (202) 636-4721. Thanks again. We look forward to working with you.

Joe Deoudes

Gov. Mark Sanford Chat:
sanford-takinfl-ques/

http://www~washinqt~ntimes~c~m/~ivechat/2~~8/auq/12/f~rmer-s~uth-car~~ina-q~v-mark-

McCain-Palin Campaign Chat: http:~~www~washinqt~ntimes~c~m~~ivechat~2~~8~sep/25/mccain-ec~n~mic-adviser-nancV-
mitchell-pfotenhauer/

This would seem to give you some control.

We were wondering if Governor Sarah Palin would be interested in contributing a guest editorial on our site, The
Exception Magazine: http://exceptionmag.com/. Governor Palin may write on a topic of her choice.

We are a new, rapidly growing online news site based in Maine. We like stories on current events and public
policy that challenge conventional wisdom and appeal to our readership of independent thinkers.

Think of us as the Huffington Post for the opposition, with a few key differences. We only publish original
content and do not aggregate teaser headlines from other publications. Our readers care more about the quality
of the written word than the personalities on our platform. We also stay away from "gotchajournalism,"
sensational bait and switch headlines and sloppy "blog-style" writing. We are completely committed to the
highest standards of journalistic excellence.

If you are interested, please check out our website: http://exceptionmag.com/and our editorial guidelines:
http ://exceptionmag.com/editorial-guidelines.

--Stefan Deeran
The Exception Magazine
207 232 3011
Stefan@exceptionmag. com
P.O. Box 10154
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Portland, Maine 04104
They don’t like the media, either.

Greetings, Governor Sarah Palin.

My name is Rev. Kenny Bolton best known as "The Black Conservative" elite liberal democrats worst
nightmare. I am the radio host of the Black Conservative Show located on www.blogtalkradio.com/conservative.
It is a conservative forum for conservative talk radio. Since October 11, 2008 we have had over 11,000 listeners
of the show. This coming up Thursday at 10pm CST December 15, 2009, on the Black Conservative Show will
be a "Special Tribute to Governor Sarah Palin". It is going to be an exciting and fun segment in honor of you. I
would love to you as my special guest on the show for about 10-15 minutes just to let you know we appreciate
you making a difference in the lives of others for time and for eternity. My contact number is 901-921-1709. I
can be reach anytime. Please let me know whether this would be a flexible time for you to call into the show. I
will delighted to changed the date and time. Thank you for your consideration.
Rev. Kenny Bolton
Former Baptist Pastor.
It’s true; he has scheduled a tribute to you:
http ://www.blogtalkradio. corn/conservative/2009/01/16/The-Black-Conservative-Show- Special-Guest-Author-
RevWavne-Perrvman-Discuss-New-Book-Obama-Drama

(see attachment -- that goes with the message below)
It’s for Babble.com - I am one of the contributing editors (one of the few who has a more conservative take on issues). I am
a military morn and mother of five myself, and I am working on our military morn angle/audience, so we like to target things
to that segment of the population while of course including all morns.

It’s a profile, straight q&a. As you can tell, the questions are not political in nature, but focus on Governor Palin, the morn,
juggling the spotlight and being a mom of five - no controversial q’s.
I finally set up time with Senator McCain, so I’ll have a profile of Senator McCain the dad in mid January (Robert Fischer
can vouch for me not being too much of a pest, but rather persistent, he, he,he).

I also have Tina Fey last week in January same format q&a - Tina the morn. Not that the two profiles are related but I
wanted to give you an idea.

Also, the intro is very brief and I have complete autonomy on my interviews so I can send you everything for approval.

Let me know if you want me to re-work the questions or cut them (I’d be happy to)
Thank you again and I hope you have a peaceful sick day ©

Cheers,
Anita Doberman
Perhaps an antidote to the intrusive family stories? Or providing an excuse for people to keep doing them?

Dear Mr. McAIlister, I am working in Ottawa/Canada as correspondent for 11 newspapers in Germany, Austria, Switzerland
and Luxembourg. One of my papers is the "Handelsblatt", Germany’s leading business daily. For my papers I also cover
Alaska and the resource industry.

I will be in Anchorage for coverage of the Alaska Conference on Environment from Feb 2-6. I will then procede to Cordova
and Fairbanks.

My papers asked me to get in contact with Governor Palin’s office with the request for an interview about the oil and gas
industry in Alaska, the environmental challenges and about her personal plans after running for Vice President.

I would very much appreciate if I had the chance to meet Governor Palin. Do you see a possibiloty in her schedule to meet
me either in Juneau or in Anchorage/Fairbanks? I don’t know how often there are connections between Anchorage and
Juneau. I could make a stopp over in Juneau on my way to Cordova, possibly on Thursday Feb. 5.

Kind regards
Gerd Braune
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I have made no promises. I’m not sure how we feel about international coverage, although he says he’ll be writing about oil
and gas.

The Late, Late Show with Craig Ferguson would like to have you on March 2, 3 or 4. His producer recalls you supported his
bid for citizenship, and you submitted a video.
It’s been a while since I’ve seen the show, but the producer describes him as self-deprecating and his approach as
"organic."

Eddie Burke wants you in the studio before session.
Not a lot of listeners. Calling in is probably enough.

The new Channel 11 female anchor at 6 wants a sit-down.
Hmmm. Don’t know.
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